
CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

& SOLUTIONS

EXPLORE OUR



SERVICES
OUR CONVEYOR

At Axiom, we provide a wide
array of conveyor services, from
initial space and process
consultation to layout, design,
and installation of integrated
systems.

Our conveyor experts will
meet with you and your team
on-site to better understand
your space, current
limitations and challenges,
and the overall needs of the
project.

After the on-site
consultation, we'll work with
our industry-leading
conveyor manufacturers to
coordinate the unique layout,
design, and project scope.

Our full-service, OSHA-
certified installation team is
trained to install conveyor
products and integrated
systems, with over 35 years
experience in the industry.

Consultation Layout & Design Installation



PRODUCT OFFERINGS
OUR CONVEYOR

Gravity Expandable Belted Live Roller

Plastic Chain / Wire
Mesh Belted

Sanitary /
Washdown Slat

Ball Transfer
Tables

Transfers
Inclines, Declines,

& Curves
Accumulating /

Non-Accumulating Portable



CAPABILITIES
OUR CONVEYOR

In addition to offering conveyor
products and a full-service
layout and design process,
Axiom also delivers robust

service, maintenance, and spare
parts solutions, with service techs

trained specifically in conveyor.

Our partnership with leaders
in conveyor control systems
allows us to provide on-site
testing, system reviews and
recommendations, and
more.

Help guarantee your
conveyor system stays up
and running with scheduled
service and preventative
maintenance through our in-
house service team.

Need to have exact spare
parts for your conveyor
system to increase up-time?
We offer customized spare
parts packages unique to
your equipment and needs.

Controls Service/Preventative
Maintenance

Spare Parts



MANUFACTURERS
OUR CONVEYOR



Axiom provides material storage
and handling systems to
businesses located throughout
Wisconsin and the Midwest. Our
headquarters is located
in Waukesha, WI, with additional
offices in Appleton and Madison.

Ready to get started on your next conveyor project?

Contact us today!

Axiom, Inc.
N16 W23430 Stone Ridge Dr.
Waukesha, WI 53188
Tel: (262) 650-7700
Fax: (262) 650-7707
Axiomops.com

DO WORK
WHERE WE


